**GARMIN PILOT™ AVIATION APP**
Garmin is excited to announce Garmin Pilot, a new aviation app for the iPad, iPhone, and Android mobile devices. The app brings Garmin's industry-leading aviation technology to mobile devices; offering pilots complete trip planning, DUATS filing, weather, navigation and electronic flight bag capabilities. Garmin Pilot is the perfect complement to our extensive line of aviation navigation products and services. Garmin Pilot incorporates the intuitive icon user interface and many of the same great features from our other popular products. Pilots will find it very familiar and easy to use. The Garmin Pilot app will help with every facet of your trip - Planning, Filing, and Flying.

**Note:** Garmin Pilot app only serves USA for charts and navigation.
Expanded coverage expected in future.

---

**GARMIN GMX 42 SIRIUS XM RECEIVER**
The Garmin GMX 42 portable SiriusXM Aviation weather receiver that when paired with an aera 796 allows pilots to access new weather services made available by SiriusXM’s enhanced satellite network. The updated SiriusXM Aviation service gives pilots access to comprehensive weather products as they become available, allowing operators to make educated decisions in-flight as it relates to weather. The GMX 42 is the latest addition to a vast lineup of weather antenna receivers to offer state-of-the-art SiriusXM Aviation information. GMX 42 can also receive SiriusXM Satellite Radio for an additional fee.

---

**GARMIN TRIP AND WAYPOINT MANAGER CD**
Make trip planning simple for your next outdoor adventure with MapSource Trip and Waypoint Manager. This software allows you to transfer waypoints, routes and tracks between your Garmin device and your computer. For reference, Trip and Waypoint Manager provides general worldwide maps that include interstates, motorways, political boundaries, principal cities and towns, oceans and other general reference details to place your GPS data in context. Provides basic worldwide maps to help you understand your GPS data in context, including major interstates, boundaries, oceans, principal cities and towns, and other general reference details. Offers an easy and convenient way to archive your GPS data for future use. Does not contain detailed maps. You cannot use this product to load maps to your Garmin device.

---

**GARMIN ETREX 20**
eTreX 20 takes one of the most popular and reliable GPS handhelds and makes it better. Redesigned ergonomics, an easier-to-use interface, paperless geocaching and expanded mapping capabilities add up to serious improvements for an already legendary GPS handheld. Features: Automatic routing (turn by turn routing on roads); yes (with optional mapping for detailed roads) • Electronic compass: no • Touchscreen: no • Barometric altimeter: no • Camera: no • Geocaching-friendly: yes (paperless) • Custom maps compatible: yes • Photo navigation (navigate to geotagged photos): yes • Sun and moon information: yes • Tide tables: yes • Area calculation: yes • Custom POIs (ability to add additional points of interest): yes • Unit-to-unit transfer (shares data wirelessly with similar units): no • Picture viewer: yes • Garmin Connect™ compatible (online community where you analyze, categorize and share data): yes.

---

**GARMIN GPSMAP 696 / 695 QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE**
This reference guide is compatible with the GARMIN GPSMAP 696/695.

---

**GARMIN 296/396 HOW TO DVD**
Learn How to Use Your GPS 296

---

**GARMIN HIGH SPEED MULTI CHARGER**
Add 2 high-speed USB ports to your vehicle’s 12 V outlet without losing the ability to power your compatible device. Use each USB port to charge a phone, tablet or any other device that needs power on the go.

---

**QREF GUIDES FOR GPS UNITS**
Now you’ve got a choice. The quick reference books feature easy-to-use tabbed pages for concise procedures and navigation help in a compact size, perfect for someone who wants complete information or is new to a system. The cards provide all the essential information in a 4” x 8” full-color, hard plastic card for those who are already familiar with their system. Either way, Qref keeps you in the know, quickly and easily.

---

**VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF QREF GPS GUIDES.**

---

**JEPPSEN GARMIN GPSMAP TRAINING CDS**
The Jeppesen Training CDs let pilots learn at their own pace, practicing procedures at the comfort and safety of a desktop computer, rather than flying head-down. Easily and quickly get the users familiar with operations by using a visual hands-on approach.

---

**GARMIN PORTABLE GPS ACCESSORIES**

---
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